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Environment Setup:  To perform the forensic analysis of the attack, we would be making use of 
tools present in Security Onion OS. Below are the steps that were followed to setup the 
environment.  

1. Download and install Security Onion VM using VirtualBox. 

2. Update the packages using the following command: 

$ sudo apt-get update -y && sudo apt-get dist-upgrade && sudo reboot 

3. Run Setup from the desktop which will configure ELSA, Sguil, Squert and Ossec using “Quick 

setup” and set eth0 as management interface and eth1 as Sniffing interface. 

4. Since the packet size in the provided pcap file is greater than the default value, increase the size 

to 6000 by executing the below command. 

$ sudo ifconfig eth0 mtu 6000 

$ sudo ifconfig eth1 mtu 6000 

5. Recreate the network traffic by replaying the pcap file using tcpreplay. This will generate BRO 

logs and alerts will be raised accordingly. 

$ sudo tcpreplay -ieth1 -M10 ~/Downloads/lab3.pcap 

6. Launch ELSA from the desktop to access the bro logs. 

7. Choose BRO_CONN as a filter and hit submit query button to list all the connections captured in 

the PCAP file. 

 

Cyber Kill Chain Phases:  Once the environment is setup, a deep dive on the attack is 
performed and categorized into Cyber Kill Chain phases providing details on how the attack was 
executed and what was exfiltrated.  

1. Reconnaissance:  The intruder was able to find the employee names (President: Reginald Smith, 

COO: Tony Durden and Support: Felicity Alvarez) of  “The Company” by accessing their 

website. Below steps describe in detail on how this was cracked using ELSA. 

a. Based on the BRO_CONN logs, we see that there was network traffic generated from 3 

different IP addresses (this is represented by the number in the srcip column). Clicking on 

this number will group all the connections based on the source IP address. 



 

 

b. Since the intruder IP address was already provided as 192.168.5.55 and also from the 

logs we see large number of connections (223) being created from this machine, it was 

the prime contender for analysis. 

c. Clicking on the 192.168.5.55 will further filter the bro logs based on this IP address. 

d. Now from this list of connections, we notice that there are 3 unique bytes out (refer to 

column bytes_out (3)), representing different data bytes transferred. Clicking on the 

number 3 in the bytes_out column will group by the bytes sent out from 192.168.5.55. 

Here we notice that there are two connections: one with 47 bytes and another with 12846 

bytes. 

 

e. Clicking on the 47 number and the corresponding Info hyperlink will take us to the 

capMe application that lists the data exchanged as part of this transaction.  
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